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To get my measurements, I do it all with this divider. The divider is my head. If it
was able to talk, it would explain. Otherwise, I don't know the way I'm doing this. My
divider. Here is a picture of the Grande Herraine. To get the right size of it, you've
got to measure that by the foot. Then you've got to divide your ship from foot to
inch, from inch to half inch, from half to quarter, until it becomes the thickness of a
line of a pencil. That's about a thousandth of an inch. Then to be able to then work
the boat up, I take a magnifving glass and make it grow. I take ray divider and look
through the magnifying glass, raising it to get the right thick? ness • I have to tell
by eye. Every move I make changes the size of, say, the mast. . And that is my
mathematic. I measure with the divider from the paper to the glass. I had a smaller
magnifving glass but it didn't work. This one is 3 1/4 inches wide. Common sense is
the main thing. I cannot measure curves on flat paper. I cannot scale them. But if I
put the magnifying glass four or five inches from the picture it will give me the right
size for my model ship. Then I can take one of those boats from the keel up to the
main deck • not the fancy work though--in one day. Frank McKnight Ltd. Everything
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